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Abstract 
The concepts of abstract basis and its ideal completion play an important role in domain 
theory because the category of bases (and approximable relations) is equivalent o the category 
of continuous domains (and continuous mappings) (cf. [l, Theorem 2.2.28-j). We know that if 
the relation equipped with an abstract basis is reflexive then its ideal completion is an algebraic 
domain (see [l, Proposition 2.2.22.41). In this short note, we give a sufficient and necessary 
condition under which the ideal completion of an abstract basis is algebraic. 
An (abstract) basis consists of a set B and a transitive relation < on B such that for 
any x<B and for any finite subset M of B, if M<x then there exists y E B with 
Miy<x. Let a basis (B, <) be given. Then the set Idl(B) of all ideals of B ordered by 
inclusion is called the ideal completion of B. 
Lemma 1. A E Id](B) is compact if and only if there exists y E B such that yiy and 
A = i(y) = _ly. 
Proof. Assume there exists y E B such that yiy and A = i(y) = _Iy. Since yiy, we 
have y E A. If A = _Iy E UT&’ (where d E Idl(B)), then there exists B EL&’ with y E B, 
and furthermore A = Jy c B (note that B is an ideal). 
Conversely, assume A E Idl(B) is compact. First of all, we have A = uJEA i(x) (cf. the 
proof of Proposition 2.2.22 in Cl]). Therefore, there exists x E A with A E i(x), and 
A = i(x). NOW, we have A = i(x) = uJ~i(x, i(y) = uj+ i(y). Since A is compact, there 
exists y<x with i(x) s i(y), and A = i(x) = i(y). From y<x we know that y pi, and 
y Ei(y), i.e., y-Q. 0 
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Lemma 2. If xix and A eIdl(B), then i(x) 6 A if and only ifx E A. 
Proof. If i(x) + A, then i(x) c A ([l, Proposition 2.2.2.11). Since x<x, we have 
x E i(x) and x E A. Conversely, if x E A and A c u Id, then there is B EZZZ with x E B. 
Since B is an ideal, i(x) G B. Consequently, i(x) < A. 0 
Definition. Let A c B. If for any x,y EB with xiy, there exists a E A such that 
x<a<y, then A is said to be dense in B. 
Theorem. Idl(B) is an algebraic domain ifand only ifr(B) = {x E B 1 x<x} (the set of all 
rejlexive elements in B) is dense in B. 
Proof. From Lemmas 1 and 2 we obtain: for any A E Idl(B), 
K(Idl(B)), = { JxIx<x,i(x) < A} = { Jx/x<x EA}. 
(1) If Idl(B) is algebraic, then it holds that for any y E B, 
(*I 
Y=u<u_Tlu= u %J 
U<U<Y 
from Proposition 2.2.7.2 in Cl] and (*). If x<y, then x E Jy, and there exists u such 
that u<u<y and x E lu, i.e., u ET-(B) and x<u<y. 
(2) Assume r(B) is dense in B. For any A cIdl(B), K(Idl(B)), is directed. In fact, for 
any x, y E A with xix and y<y, there exists z E A such that x, y<z (note that A is an 
ideal). From roundness (see the proof of Proposition 2.2.22 and lines 7-l 1 of p. 25 in 
Cl]), there is u E A with z<u. Since r(B) is dense in B, there exists v such that v<v and 
z<v<u. Thus, x,y<v, v EA, lx, ly c lv and Iv EK(Idl(B))A. With Proposition 
2.2.7.2 in [l] and (*), it suffices to show that A 5 Uf K(Idl(B))A. If y E A, then there 
exists u E A with y<u (roundness). From the density of r(B) in B, there is v such that 
v<v and y<v<u. Now, v EA, y E Iv EK(Idl(B))A and y E UtK(Idl(B)),. q 
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